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is now a task of no mean diffi¬

culty , and one as much above my ambition as it is above my

powers to accomplish ; nor have I aimed at more here than em¬
bodying characteristic examples of the beautiful , though long neglected Architecture of my own country with the observa¬
tions of sucli intelligent writers as have treated of the subject ,
and showing that English Architecture is still the most applicable
for English habitations .
I must repeat what has been frequently urged in my former
publications , namely , that the object in view is not to exhibit
specimens of hovels and cheap structures , but to com bine in one
edifice as many Architectural features as can with propriety be
blended : thus affording hints of what may be separated and used
as occasion shall require . It may also be necessary to observe ,
that when I have recommended this particular style of Architec¬
ture as an economical style , I have only wished to be understood
that it is so as compared with the buildings of ancient Greece
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or Rome , and not with the monotonous and unadorned dwel¬
lings of our London streets , in which , unhappily , too few traces
of art are visible . Would that the legislature could control the
practices of modern builders , since Taste has lost her “ empire ! ” —
but that must always be a vain hope in a commercial and free
country like this , seeing , as a modern traveller has shown , that ,
even in Turkey , where grievances are more summarily corrected ,
such attempts are fruitless : “ The regulations to be observed
in building houses at Constantinople are accurately fixed , and
an officer called Mimar Aga , intendant of buildings ( a district
surveyor ) , is appointed to enforce them . The height fixed by
the law is twelve pics ( a pic is twr enty - seven inches ) for a mus sulman ’ s house , and ten for a rayali ’ s . The motives for this
limitation are , says d ’ Ohsson , to diminish the danger of fires ,
and to facilitate the extinction of them ; to leave a free passage
for the circulation of air in the streets , and to give greater
effect to the height of the public buildings . These laws are
constantly eluded ; and the office of Mimar Aga is very lucrative ,
from the sums which he daily receives to induce him to wink
at the violation of them . ” We have here , also , laws to regulate
our metropolitan buildings , but their provisions embrace only
one object of the Turkish code — viz . security against fire .
Giving effect to the principal structures by diminishing the
altitude of those of less importance , seems never to have been
contemplated by us ; on the contrary , the restrictions imposed by
the statute against projections beyond a straight line , preclude
all possibility of producing

a picturesque

appearance

in our
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public ways . And it is to be doubted whether , under the present
division of London , the Act can be very efficacious , even as a
security against fire ; for , without impugning the integrity of
the English Mimar Agas , it may be observed , so unequal
are the allotments , that while some districts are too extensive
for the superintendence of one person , others are so small and
insignificant as not to afford sufficient ' remuneration to induce
diligence ; and thus are the objects of the law defeated .
The free remarks which are occasionally made throughout
the volume , upon practices at variance with those of our fore¬
fathers , are intended to be general , and in no instance refer¬
able to any individual ; — I know no one , indeed , to whom they
are personally applicable .
The attempt at tracing a history of the furniture of the
Tudor period is , I fear , very feeble , and the illustrative examples
few and unimportant ; but the scantiness of materials , even for
so slight a sketch , will , with those who have entered upon the
same pursuit , and are consequently aware how little is now to
be obtained , account for my deficiency ; and the necessity
which exists for information on that branch of our domestic
economy , in some degree extenuate

my temerity .
It may be observed that I have , throughout , used the term
“ ancient , ” as applied to a period not more remote than three
centuries ; — this I have done , though sensible that it was not
in strictness a perfectly correct phrase , but being led to the choice
as the best epithet which could be used for my purpose .
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The original Plate of No . XV . has been cancelled : it was
prepared from a design of a more florid character of the same
period — namely , Henry VIII

.

; but the chimney - piece , of which

the upper part of the Plate now given is a representation
been recently discovered on making some alterations

having
in the

Chapel Royal , at St . James ’ s Palace , I thankfully avail myself
of the kind permission of Colonel Stephenson , the Surveyor General of His Majesty ’ s Works , to present it to the public , being
of more value as a genuine example — though in itself very simple
— than any production of my own imagination , however elaborate ,
could be . In the lower division of the Plate are delineations of
the spandrils on a larger scale , and a mantel of a chimney - piece
in the Exchequer , of the time of Elizabeth , not less characteristic
of its period than the specimen above . I am also indebted to
Colonel Stephenson for this exemplar .
The splendid chimney - shafts in Plate XXIX . are from Chenies .
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